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From Fr. John
Dear Friends,

M

ANY years ago, one August, I discovered a
beautiful tiny French village, nestled upon a
mountain top which overlooked the Mediterranean
Sea. The village, named Eze, boasts medieval alleyways with cobbled
streets, restored houses fronted by flowerpots, pastel shutters which gleam
in the morning sunshine, and hints of history abound everywhere - in carvings, plaques, and dedications to characters from the past. And if that wasn’t
enough, the view out over the Mediterranean Sea is stunning – it all just took
my breath away.
From ground level, you cannot see Eze, which was intended, to protect its inhabitants from attackers. Nowadays, it is possible to drive to the
edge of the village, but in medieval times it could only be accessed by a
steep hidden rocky pathway, which zig-zags up the side of the mountain and
which can still be used today.
It was via this steep, rocky, and sometimes slippery pathway, that I
first visited Eze. It wasn’t an easy trek, and it was a bit unnerving at times,
where a slip could mean a tumble or two off the path into the waiting trees
and brambles! But it was worth the effort, for when I arrived at the top, I was
not disappointed at all.
We too, have all been on our own ‘trek of life’ since the pandemic began and have had to make sure that our footing has been secure as we have
taken steps forward. We’ve had to do this both in terms of our walk of faith
and as we go about our daily business to keep ourselves and others safe.
But do it we have!
As our nation begins to reopen, through step 4 of the government’s
plan, let us continue to walk confidently in the light of faith, for God is always
with us – even if he can seem far away at times. It was for this very reason
that Matthew recorded that Jesus is called ‘Emmanuel which means, God is
with us’ (Matthew 1:23) and concludes his Gospel by reminding us that Jesus
said, ‘I am with you always’ (Matthew 28:20). So let us continue as we have
and hold fast to the truth that God is never far from us whatever may come
our way.

With every blessing, Fr John
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Building Better Futures International
The Letter below was received from Bishop Laurie Green:
Dear Fr David,

I

'M WRITING to thank you and your congregation/s for the splendid way
in which so many have given generously to help our work in India
through Building Better Futures International - or Friends of the Poor in
South India as we used to be called.
Your donations have enabled not only the ongoing training of some of
the poorest people in the world so that they can learn to sew and feed their
families, but also they have been a literal life-saver, given the present Covid
situation. What is actually happening in India is far, far worse than the Covid
reports in our press ever express. But our charity has been feeding those
who are starving as a consequence of lockdown and keeping many families
from death.
Those of your congregations who have been spearheading your appeal have my great admiration and thanks and I'm personally very honoured
to think that your parishes, for which I served as bishop, have been in the
forefront of what we're able to do out in India.
So would you be so kind as to pass on to all concerned my love and
thanks for all that has been happening.

God bless you all, as ever, Bishop Laurie.

Patronal Festivals
United Benefice Services
Sunday 5th September Birthday of the Blessed Virgin Mary, St
Mary's 10.45 followed by shared lunch in Rectory Garden.

All are welcome

Sunday 26th September Feast day of St Michael, St Michael's
9.15 followed by Breakfast in Gardner Hall.
All welcome
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Canon Paul Hardingham considers our need to find rest.

A

‘On Holiday with Jesus’

UGUST is the month when schools are off and many of us go on
holiday. This year will be very different, with many opting for a
‘staycation’! The good news is that Jesus offers us a true rest:
‘Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you
rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble
in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.’ (Matthew 11: 28-29). Are you
feeling tired or burdened and in need of a holiday? Jesus invites you to
spend it with Him!
The Invitation: Our holiday destination is Jesus Himself: ‘Come to me, all
you who are weary and burdened.’ We can come just as we are, with all the
burdens and sadness we carry from the last 18 months. Jesus doesn’t offer a
‘quick fix’ to deal with our issues; He simply offers Himself!
The Promise: Jesus promises us the gift of refreshing, sustaining and everlasting rest. When we go on holiday, we usually look forward to doing very
little and yet this is not the kind of rest Jesus offers. His rest involves taking
up His yoke and learning from Him! A yoke was the wooden collar that ran
across the shoulders of a pair of oxen to enable them to work the fields. Jesus says: ‘My yokes fit well. They do not rub your neck and shoulders. Come
to Me and get yoked to Me. Make an act of loyal obedience and trust in Me.
And you will find a deep peace and satisfaction that you could never find anywhere else. I have come for you!’
What’s so amazing about this holiday is that you can get rest by simply
staying at home!
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The Revd Dr Jo White considers our need for quiet and space.

Reflected Faith Series: Who is in the building?

I

N ENGLAND, hopefully by the time you read this, all the lock-down
and social isolation measures will have been relaxed. Church buildings and services will be ‘back to normal’. Working folk will be back in
their workplaces, and all will be well with us all.
I live in hope – but I am well aware that the reality will probably be
different. It’s the difference between a switch that turns the light fully on
or fully off and a dimmer switch that allows the brightness to increase or
decrease slowly. All of us will need time to ‘rest’ before we get our mojo
and energy levels back up again. This last 16 months or so have been
hectic and traumatic for everyone in different ways. That’s why coming
into the quietness and space of a church building can be so uplifting.

This month:
Listen out for / read the opening words of the service. Most often
they will be the following or very similar: ‘The Lord be with you’. And the
congregation replies, ‘And also with you’. It’s a simple acknowledgement
that we have come together with the same intention – to meet with God.
And that He is with us. With all of us. We are encircled by His love and
grace.
Just pause for a moment and drink in those words and the huge
meaning contained in those short phrases. God is not just here for some
of us, but for all of us. We are not only with those we can see, but with
God Himself. How amazing is that! May those words enable you to stand
up straighter again and give you strength for the days ahead.
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I

Don’t be afraid to fail

N MY LOCAL CHURCH, we use a parish prayer which includes the
line: ‘Help us to be brave enough to fail - but try again.’
Encouraging words indeed, and if we look back throughout the centuries, many men and women who have made the world a better place
have taken those words to heart.
For example, where would we be today without electricity? Yet at
school, Thomas Edison was told he was "too stupid to learn anything.” He
was sacked from his first two jobs; and made 1,000 unsuccessful attempts
at inventing the light bulb. But in the end, he succeeded, and changed the
course of world history.
Car manufacturer Henry Ford revolutionised transport in the USA,
but he had five businesses fail before he founded the successful Ford Motor Company.
Winston Churchill was a Nobel Prize-winner, a twice-elected Prime
Minster, but he struggled at school, was defeated in early elections for
public office, and did not become Prime Minister until he was 62.
As the late Nelson Mandela wisely observed: “Do not judge me by
my successes, judge me by how many times I fell down and got back up
again.”
So, let us commit ourselves to loving God with all our hearts, to putting our abilities at His disposal, and to never giving up.

Colin Hammacott
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Let go Gardening
Good afternoon friends,
‘Let’s go Gardening’ was launched on Friday 2nd July 2021
at Cherry Tree Garden in Thurrock Community Hospital.
This is a weekly group run by volunteers every Friday from
12 to 2pm
Lets go Gardening is inclusive of people affected by dementia and is an opportunity to reconnect with nature in a safe
and welcoming environment. Teas and coffee are available, the
volunteers only ask for a small contribution. There is a toilet within the garden grounds.
The volunteers also lead Lets go Walking every Monday at
11am in Thameside Nature Discovery Park, Stanford le Hope
that is inclusive of people affected by dementia. There is access
to the visitor centre that has a café and toilet facilities.
Please do share this information and should you have any
queries regarding these groups please contact Ann directly on
07881 446547.

Warm wishes Laura
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: David Pickup, a solicitor, considers the desire for justice…

Justice
From Isaiah 42: ‘Here is my servant, whom I uphold…A bruised reed he will
not break, and a smouldering wick he will not snuff out. In faithfulness he
will bring forth justice; he will not falter or be discouraged till he establishes
justice on earth. In his teaching the islands will put their hope.’

I

OFTEN hear people say: “I just want justice”
or “why can’t I get justice?” It is usually a
plea for help before a legal case or a complaint
about the outcome later.
For some people caught up in the law justice is the last thing they really want. They are
seeking retribution, a solution to their problems or
they just want to win. Justice means putting their
problem is someone else’s hands to sort it out.
Justice can mean different things. For some Christians it means a
redistribution of resources and a levelling out of inequalities. Certainly, a
society that treats one group of people differently because of their background is unjust. For others justice does not necessarily mean a levelling
out or fairness.
I enjoyed BBC’s drama Time recently. It is set in a prison and stars
Sean Bean and Stephen Graham. It is about a teacher who killed a cyclist
while driving a car when he was drunk. It is bleak and sometimes has
violent scenes, but it is a brilliant series and tremendously well written
and acted. It raises questions about how we treat offenders, and how we
as Christians should support chaplaincies and others who work in prison.
It is also about whether forgiveness and redemption. I have a lot of
admiration for people of faith who work in prisons. A just society punishes
offenders and protects society, but we need to do more to rehabilitate
prisoners. It is amazing when you hear of prisoners who discover some
talent or ability that they can then go on to develop.
The passage talks of establishing justice on the earth. As Christians we need to be part of that by prayerfully upholding everyone people
who administer justice and those on the receiving end.
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D

The scammers will come after you

O you have a new phone and new number? Be prepared: it is likely that
scammers will still be texting you within just two weeks.
A Which? survey has found that of new numbers that have not been shared with anyone, still half of them receive at least one scam text message within the first two
weeks.
Scammers do it by using computers to generate numbers. They then send
messages out in bulk, using ‘Sim farms’ – devices that operate several cards at a
time.
The most frequently received scam message for all of us in recent months
has been a text message claiming to be from Royal Mail, usually requesting small
amounts of money for a parcel to be delivered. 70 per cent of us have received that
fake delivery text over the past five months.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

S

Remembering Sir Walter Scott

IR WALTER SCOTT, the Scottish historical novelist, poet and playwright, was born 250 years ago,
on 15th August 1771. His best-known works include
Ivanhoe and Rob Roy.
Often considered to be both the inventor and the
greatest writer of historical novels, he was inspired by a
stay with his grandparents in the Scottish borders during
his early childhood, while he recovered from polio. From
them he heard stories and ballads about the area and
became fascinated by the history and culture of Scotland,
where all his early work was set – often published anonymously.
On a visit to the Lake District in 1797 he met Charlotte Carpenter, who he
married after a whirlwind romance, much to the disapproval of his parents, who
suspected she was a French Catholic. But she was a British citizen who had been
christened in the Church of England: the couple were happy until her death in
1826.
Scott was widely admired for both novels and poetry and was once offered
the post of Poet Laureate, which he declined. He was plagued during later life by
financial problems, largely brought about by taking on the debts of friends and colleagues, but also by expenses incurred from his Abbotsford estate, near Galashiels.

Tim Lenton
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T

Climbing Ben Nevis

HE first recorded ascent of Ben Nevis was made 250 years ago,
on 7th August 1771, by Scottish botanist and artist James Robertson. At 1345 metres (4411 ft), it is the highest mountain in the British
Isles. Some 100,000 people now make the climb each year.
Robertson wrote: “A third part of the hill from the summit towards
the top is entirely naked, resembling a heap of stones thrown together
confusedly. The summit far overtops the surrounding hills."
Hill climbing was not popular in those days, but the poet John
Keats made the ascent in 1818. Scots were not convinced for many
years that Ben Nevis was higher than Ben Macdui, in the Cairngorms,
but it is in fact more than a hundred feet higher.
The meaning of the mountain’s name is uncertain. Some associate it with the Gaelic word for “venomous”, but it seems at least equally
likely that “Nevis” relates to snow or clouds.
It is in fact the remains of an ancient volcano that collapsed in on
itself. Its summit plateau stretches for over 100 acres and contains the
remains of an observatory, which was opened in 1883 and led indirectly
to the invention of the cloud chamber.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

S

The secret of happiness?

CIENTISTS have been trying to work out a ‘formula’ for happiness. The result is incomprehensible to most of us, beginning as
it does with Happiness (t)=w0=w1, running on for three lines, and then
ending with jRPEj…...
But, in plain English, the neuroscientists at University College London (UCL) have concluded that happiness depends not so much on how
well you are doing, but on whether you are doing better than you expected to be doing.
And one professor added: “The ephemeral nature of happiness
means we might be better off thinking about happiness in a different
way. Happiness is a tool, not a goal in itself. It can help us better understand what we care about, what we value.” And we can adjust our lives
accordingly.
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The Slide
As I watch
She climbs the steps steadily,
Holding the handrail,
Her two-year-old feet following each other
Rhymically, unhesitatingly
To the platform at the top
Where she sits down
And freezes.
Holding tight to the sides,
Knees up, feet flat
She judders down a little way
Then looks up.
Her eyes meet my smile, my outstretched arms –
And she takes her hands off the edge of the slide,
Shooting forward with a squeal of delight,
Trusting the love she knows.
Lord, I have climbed so steadily,
I have come so far, in my own strength,
Holding on, holding back,
Sometimes freezing.
But I am Your child,
Today I will lift my eyes
And meet Your smile, Your outstretched arms,
I will lift my juddering feet And take my hands off the edge of the slide
Released to ride, by Your Spirit,
Into the freedom of Your will,
Trusting the Love I know.

By Daphne Kitching

Prayer for the new day
Dear Father,
In this strangest of summers, with its traffic-light travel restrictions and
on-going concerns about Covid 19, help us to remember that You never
change. Your light is constant. Your love continues. Your presence is
assured, whether we stay at home, or travel within the UK, or further
afield. There are no restrictions on Your Holy Spirit.
Thank You, Lord, for the gift of each new day, wherever we may
be. Thank You that by Your grace, we share all our days with You, secure in all circumstances, when we put our trust in Your precious son,
Jesus Christ. In His name we pray. Amen.
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I

‘The Lord is in this place’

N THE 3RD CENTURY a Chinese philosopher, Chang
Tsu, had a very vivid dream. He dreamed he was a butterfly, happily flying here and there. When he awoke, he
thought to himself, ‘Did Chang Tsu dream that he was a butterfly, or did the butterfly dream that it was Chang Tsu?’
Dreams are often like that: crucial experiences which cause us
to ponder and wonder about their meaning. The prophet Joel
suggested that it was old men who dream dreams, while
young people see visions. But dreams invade and colour our sleeping hours, whatever
age we are.
In the Bible dreams are vital events. Think of Joseph in the Old Testament
dreaming of his superiority among his brothers, the dreams of the cup bearer and
baker at Pharoah’s court, Daniel interpreting Nebuchadnezzar’s dreams, and Joseph’s
dreams in the Gospels that were so crucial for the safety of the Holy Family. This
month in our paintings we focus on ‘Jacob’s Dream’ by Ribera.
Jusepe de Ribera was a Spanish artist, whose most productive years were
spent in Naples, where he died in 1652. This painting from 1639 is based on Genesis
28. After depriving his brother Esau of his birthright, Jacob is sent to Laban. At Bethel
he rested and in his sleep received the vision of God’s angels on the ladder to heaven
with God’s reassuring words of promise and blessing. When he awoke, Jacob set up
an altar at Bethel, which he declared was the house of God and the gate of heaven.
To baroque artists, this scene in Genesis was seen as a prefiguration of the
coming of Jesus, and in John’s Gospel Jesus Himself told Nathanael that he would see
the angels ascending and descending upon the Son of Man. For Ribera the subject of
Jacob’s dream is treated with great tenderness as Jacob sleeps beneath the luminous
expanse of sky, which occupies a major part of the canvas. Not for him the depiction of
winged messengers; no, the light of heaven falls down upon the sleeping figure, casting shadows on the ground. The angels, ethereal and insubstantial, are contained in
the glory of light. The tree at the other side looks like a fallen cross, and Jacob almost
like a sleeping disciple in Gethsemane. But here, he is in deep repose as his face is lit
up with the golden glow of the heavenly messengers.
For Jacob, the dream is the golden assurance of God’s blessing. As his saga
continues in Genesis, he marries Laban’s daughters, wrestles with the divine stranger,
is given the name Israel, and his 12 sons become the ancestors of the 12 tribes of
God’s people. So, the blessing of the dream is worked out in his life and the life of Israel.
Dreams can come to give visions of the way life should be. Like Jacob, or perhaps like Martin Luther King and his prophetic words in 1963. In this month of August
many of us will go on holiday to enjoy rest and recreation. As we end the days with
sleep, we pray that like the Psalmist we will lie down in perfect peace and safety and
know the refreshment Jacob found at Bethel: a repose which will restore our souls and
bodies to bring life and vision wherever we may be.
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I

The Transfiguration of Jesus

T’S an unusual story. One day, Jesus is with
three disciples on a high mountain in Galilee,
when His appearance dramatically changes. Also,
Moses and Elijah suddenly appear, and from a
cloud comes the voice of God. What is this all
about?
This event was witnessed by James, Peter,
and John. They were close friends of Jesus. In the
future, they were to become prominent leaders in
the Early Church. They needed to see something
special that would help them remember Jesus in the difficult years ahead. They had
a glimpse of Christ in His divine glory. His face shone like the sun and His clothes
turned white as light.
While this was an extraordinary sight for the disciples, it served to encourage
Jesus who once had glory and majesty in Heaven. One day He would have it again.
But firstly, He had to fulfil His mission: to suffer on the cross and die.
Why were Moses and Elijah standing with Jesus? Moses was the giver of
the Law and Elijah represented all the prophets. They had pointed people to the
promised Messiah. Jesus was about to complete God’s plan of salvation.
God’s voice was heard to remind Peter there was no need to build shelters.
They were not going to stay on the mountain. God spoke to get the disciples to fix
their attention of Jesus. The wonder of the Transfiguration was a short interlude
before Jesus had to return to His work and subsequent death on the cross.
This story is a reminder that our times of spiritual blessing have to be followed by down-to-earth commitments and responsibilities. In the same way that
Jesus gave His friends a glimpse of His awesome glory, to help them face challenging and traumatic times ahead, our special times in His presence are provided to
encourage us and equip us for the trials we may have to face.
Our journey through life may sometimes rise to the peaks but we can’t stay
on a ‘high’ all the time – no matter how much we want it! We have to descend to
face everyday challenges if we are to fulfil our calling in Christ. From our mountaintop experiences we all need to find a balance between times alone with God and
serving Him in the company of others.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A

How old

young child asked a woman how old she was. She answered, "39 and
holding."
The child thought for a moment, then wondered, "And how old would
you be if you let go?"
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‘Shall we not love thee, Mother dear?’

T

HE Church responds with a resounding ‘Yes’ to that question,
as we celebrate the Blessed Virgin Mary
on 15th August. (Usually her feast day is
on the 16th.) An ancient name for this day
is the transition of Mary – her crossing
over to eternal life – or the assumption of
Mary. But her story begins in the Gospels, in Nazareth and Bethlehem.
At the Annunciation, Gabriel announces the good news to Mary. She
becomes a mother and embarks on a
journey that takes her to the temple in
Jerusalem, a wedding feast at Cana, the
Cross of Calvary, and the upper room of
Pentecost. Through Christian history her story has spoken to people in
every age and culture and land.
As we look at her life now, there are two qualities that stand out.
The first is thanksgiving. Mary came from a people that realised the importance of thanking God, and her response to the good news is to raise
her heart in the words of the Magnificat. ‘My soul proclaims the greatness
of the Lord and my spirit exults in God my saviour.’
The second quality is trust. Rowan Williams has written that despite
the years of controversy about the place of our Lady, we still need to hold
out our hands to her for guidance and succour. “For at the very least she
is the first person to put her trust in God who is shown in Jesus.” Through
all that happened to her – the amazing news of Gabriel, no room at the
inn, the worry over wine at the wedding – Mary ponders and trusts. To the
servants at Cana, she says, “Do whatever Jesus tells you. It will be all
right. You will see.”
Thanksgiving and trust: easy enough to see in our Lady, but perhaps more difficult to own for ourselves. Yet Mary assures us that with
God all things are possible. Holding on to that faith, we can journey with
her Son through life and death to eternal life.
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Cake Sale
7th August
St Johns from 10 am
Please come along and support our first
fundraiser of the year

Afternoon Tea
11th September
Due to the Pandemic, we are aware people feel
wary of meeting in large groups so we are going
to give everyone a chance to hold their own
small gatherings and we will supply the food.

Price for pick up £8 per head
Price for delivery £9 per head
All proceeds for Corringham Parish Funds

Autumn Fair
9th October St John’s
Anyone who wishes to have a
stall or help please contact
Victoria or Bev
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Tuesday 31st August
Open Day at
St Michaels
11-3p.m.

Time to come and enjoy


a cup of tea and a cake



visit the tower



to say thank you for all the efforts made
over the past 17 months



to reflect on our experiences.
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I am now researching all the names on the Second World War Memorials in St. Mary's and St. Michael's Churches, here is the first one.

World War II Memorial,
St. Mary’s Church, Corringham, Essex
George Cain, C/JX 255632 Royal Navy HMS Boadicea

G

EORGE CAIN was born on 7 August 1910 the fifth child of
James Joseph Cain and Mary Ann Elizabeth Cain, née Wilkin.
In the 1911 census George was living with his parents and his siblings,
Ethel age 10, James age 7, Martin age 6 and William age 3, at Halston’s Cottages, Fobbing, Essex. James’ occupation was a Well Sinker at the Waterworks, his place of birth was given as Manchester, Lancashire. Mary was born in Walthamstow, Essex. The five children
were all born in Fobbing, the eldest two were at school. The house
had three rooms so I imagine it must have been very crowded.
I then found a record of a marriage of George Cain to Hilda
Gladys Dobson, registered at Orsett Register Office District in April
quarter 1937. In the Baptism Register of St. Mary’s Church, Corringham is the Baptism of Gordon William Cain born 12 November 1937
and Evelyn Doris Cain born 12 January 1940 both baptised on 26 May
1940 the children of George and Hilda Gladys Cain. George’s occupation was a Labourer and the family were living at Killarney, Giffords
Cross Road, Corringham.
In the 1939 Register, George Cain is living at 94, Giffords Cross
Road, was this house also called Killarney? George’s occupation was a
‘Process Worker’, also there were his wife Hilda Gladys, born 15 November 1917 and Beatrice Dobson, Gladys’ mother, born 2 May 1880.
There is one other name at this address but it is redacted as they were
born less than 100 years ago and could still be alive. The register was
taken on Friday 29 September 1939 and used primarily to create Identity Cards for the whole population. Another use was to get an update
population figure and names of everyone who could sign up for military
service. The 1939 Register was regularly updated and since 1948 was
used by the NHS, this ceased in 1991 when paper record making was
discontinued. Names were changed for example when women married
or remarried, you can see on the register that it was written in black ink
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but changes were made using red and green ink. Hilda Cain has her
surname crossed out, replaced with Saunders and then this is crossed
out and replaced with Wheatman using green ink. I found in the marriage index a marriage between Hilda Gladys Cain and Horace P J
Saunders registered in April quarter 1947 in Brentwood District. I also
discovered a marriage of a Hilda G. Saunders to a David Wheatman
in the October quarter 1973 in Teesdale, Co. Durham, I am sure that
this is the same Gladys widow of George Cain.
I am still trying to find out more about George’s Royal Navy career. His service number was C/JX 255632 and his rank was Able
Seaman. George served on HMS Boadicea this was a B-Class Destroyer built for the Royal Navy. The ship was built by Hawthorn
Leslie at Hebburn on Tyne and launched on 23 September 1930. Boadicea was then fitted out at a cost of £225,325 and was completed in
April 1931. After commissioning she was assigned to the 4 th Destroyer Flotilla with the Mediterranean Fleet.
Boadicea served in the Second World War to the 19th Destroyer
Flotilla based in Dover, where she escorted troopships for the British
Expeditionary Forces. Boadicea was also assisting in the evacuation
of British troops from Le Havre. On the 10 June she was badly damaged by Junkers Ju 87 “Stuka” dive bombers, which knocked out her
engines and boilers. The ship was towed to Dover and then on to
Portsmouth for repairs, which were not completed until 14 February
1941. For the next year Boadicea was on escort duty based in Greenock, Scotland. On 11 November 1941 Boadicea was escorting RMS
Viceroy of India when the escorted ship was torpedoed. The ship
sunk and Boadicea rescued 449 passengers from RMS Viceroy of
India, where they were taken to Gibraltar.
In July 1943 Boadicea was transferred to Freetown, Sierra Leone on escort service where, when MV Incomati was torpedoed she
rescued 220 survivors. In September Boadicea returned to the 8th
Escort Group for a short time before being converted into an escort
destroyer in November, this included the fitting of new radar. In January 1944 Boadicea re-joined the 8th Escort Group escorting convoys to
Russia from February to April.
Boadicea was later transferred to Portsmouth in preparation for
Operation Overlord, the Normandy invasion of France in June 1944.
Her duties were to escort ships across the English Channel. Boadicea
was attacked by German aircraft off Portland Bill in Dorset, on 13
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June, bombs caused an explosion in the magazine and she sank quickly. Out of a crew of 182 only twelve survived. George Cain is buried at
Portland Royal Naval Hospital grave number 755 in the Church of England section. Her wreck is 16 miles off the Dorset Coast, her crew are
remembered at the Portland Royal Naval Cemetery, and the ship is included on the memorial at Chatham Docks.
George would have been awarded the War Medal 1939-1945, the 1939
-1945 Star, the Atlantic Star and the Arctic Star for his war service.
Gladys was left a war widow with at least two children to bring up.

Websites used to obtain this information are:- Ancestry, Find My
Past, The Genealogist, Essex Record Office, GRO.

Peter Craggs July 2020

T

Course in Christian Studies

HE Course in Christian Studies is a two year course exploring
the Christian Faith with others, delivered weekly in local centres
around the diocese. CCS has a foundational first year and a more flexible second year and leads to the Bishop’s Certificate.
For more information and to register for the September intake
this year please go to the Diocesan website:
https://www.chelmsford.anglican.org/discipleship/course-in-christian-studies
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Farming George’s Fobbing Farm Update

H

Famous visitors (well, kinda!)

ARVEST 2021 is approaching! Slowly… The
cold April and now wet early Summer is pushing
harvest back from the early starts we have had the past
couple of years, but I am still trying to ensure the important jobs are done well in advance of time. One grain
store has been cleaned out, ready for fumigation, whilst
frustratingly the other still has a load of last year’s wheat in, awaiting pick-up to
go to a local mill (which is currently broken down). We will then have our grain
trailers to disinfect. And are currently playing farming chess to rejig where our
machinery is to ensure we have room for the impending bales from haymaking
(due to be cut in the middle of July).
I have been particularly pleased recently to get a mobile concrete
crusher in to finally break up a big pile of old building waste we had been accumulating. It was unsightly and was a potential vermin issue. But now it has
been crushed, we have been able to utilise that resulting hardcore to make a
useful piece of hard-standing by the store for some of our equipment.
I have had a couple of really exciting visitors in June. First up was
Sheila Dillon (of BBC Radio 4’s ‘The Food Programme’ fame) and Carolyn
Steel, author of ‘Hungry City’ and ‘Sitopia’. I met Sheila last year at a consulting day I partook in at Chettle Village in Dorset. And Carolyn and I interacted
on Twitter after her excellent episode of The Food Programme last August,
which talked about the utopic idea of cities with bakeries on every corner, and
fruit & veg growing all around London.
Mum put on a super lunch for Carolyn & Sheila, and we were blessed
with a spectacular day of sunshine. Satiated on salmon and delicious salads,
we then drove around the farm whilst I discussed my plans within the greater
context of the inequalities and issues that decimate our food system. It was
an enlightening and fun day, topped off by receiving a wonderful signed copy
of Sitopia, replete with personalised note from Carolyn.
Keeping up with the famous faces, later in the month I was visited by
Andy Cato; musician, producer and DJ best known for his band ‘Groove Armada’. Despite my dalliances in the past with music, Andy was actually visiting in
his capacity as a farmer. Several years ago he purchased a farm in France
and has pioneered some really fascinating techniques for organic agriculture.
He has even been awarded ‘Chevalier L’Order Merit de Agricole’ – essentially
a French knighthood for services to agriculture. We had a huge amount to talk
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about, and whilst the techniques he employs in France will likely need tweaking to function in our UK maritime climate, there was still a lot to take away.
These visits really had me chomping at the bit for ‘Groundswell’ this
year. Groundswell is an agricultural show organised by the Cherry family in
Hertfordshire. But not just any ag show – this one is all about regenerative
agriculture. Covid has stripped away so much of the camaraderie I would
have normally felt going to various events and meeting like-minded farmers;
so this came at just the right time. Being surrounded by my farming kin was
incredible and gave me a massive boost. I have enacted so many drastic
changes on the farm this past year so feeling positivity from friends and colleagues was excellent.
On the first day I got to speak on a panel about my experiences as a
zero-till farmer. My session was at 2pm though, when there were a number of
other spectacular talks (which I was somewhat gutted to miss). Consequently
I was delighted when our tent was pretty close to full. And even more pleased
that all the sessions were recorded, and will be available on YouTube in the
future such that I can check out everything I couldn’t see in person.
The evening of the first day saw the premiere of the trailer for ‘Six Inches of Soil’, a film about regenerative agriculture within the UK which I have
stepped on board as a producer (having been one of the farms the team visited to shoot the trailer). There will be more on this in a future article, but the
trailer went down really well at Groundswell, with Colin Ramsay (director) and
Claire Mackenzie (producer) fielding questions. We are just about to ramp up
for a big funding campaign.
The evening then descended into much frivolity in the outdoor bar (aptly
named ‘The Earthworm Arms’) – a fantastic opportunity for me to meet so
many colleagues who have become close friends over the past 18 months
whilst we had never actually met in person. This was then followed up by my
first experience of camping in about 25 years. Thankfully I wasn’t doing so
much on the second day, and was in good company with my self-inflicted sore
head!
The end of June saw Open Farm Sunday. Covid cancelled the event
last year, leading to my virtual OFS video which I posted on YouTube. It was
excellent to host again in person. And the turnout was incredible: Dad counted 114 visitors. Since I ran the event simply as a farm walk, it really demonstrated different people’s walking speeds!
I was absolutely tickled by the turnout though, and everyone seemed to
really enjoy it. I felt very lucky to be able to talk to the local community about
my agroecological system of farming and why I am doing it, taking in the wild
seam and ponds I am establishing for ecological purposes, along with my heritage wheats and flour mill, the agroforestry field with fruit, nuts and timber
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trees, plus my beautiful cows, and how important they
are environmentally and ecologically to a regenerative farm.
I especially loved getting to talk about the fibre
industry, and specifically clothes, with regards my flax
trial I am growing: the importance of moving the fabric industry to one based on natural fibres and natural
dyes to ensure the resulting products are compostable and don’t end up in
landfill. Speaking of flax, harvest is approaching fast. Rosie Bristow (for whom
I am growing the trial) is organising a harvest day on Saturday, 24 th July, including demonstrating some of the processing. It promises to be really excellent, so give me a shout if you fancy coming along to volunteer and I’ll furnish
you with further details.
The final bit of excitement for an exceptionally packed June was getting
to record a podcast with Ben Eagle. Ben’s podcast, ‘Meet the Farmers’, was
one of the first bits of press that I did, back in 2018. Almost 100 podcast episodes later I am his first ‘revisit’! Over the past few years Ben has become a
close friend, approaching farming with a very similar ethos to me. It was super
to record an update to what I am up to on the farm, especially since last time
my ideas were only just forming themselves, and now there is lots actually happening on the farm.
If you fancy a listen, head over to meet-thefarmers.simplecast.com. And if you are really keen, it might be an interesting
comparator to check out my first pod with Ben (I hope I have become more
eloquent about my subject in the intervening years; definitely more obsessed
with nature and ecology integration on the farm).
It would be nice to say that July is shaping up to be a quieter month,
being pre-harvest. But that isn’t the case: there is lots more exciting stuff coming up for next month’s article.

Contact details:
George Young
07792 508 611
George@FobbingFarms.co.uk
@farmingGeorge
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Dear All

F

ROM Monday next week, 19 July, a team of independent reviewers will look at every safeguarding file relating to church
officers both lay and ordained, past and present, within the
diocese.

We have been requested to share the news of this information and
contact points.

Survivor voices vital to Past Cases Review 2

W

27/01/2020

ORK is underway in all 42 dioceses on the Church of England's Past Cases Review 2 (PCR2) with a key focus on listening to survivors who want to come forward. The Church was criticised
for not including their voices in the original PCR 2007/8 as shown in an
independent scrutiny report, published in 2018.
The guidelines for PCR2 were published in August 2019 and include an independent helpline run by the NSPCC for survivors.

Currently:
•

All dioceses are reviewing files which are known not to have been
examined in the original review (including those of diocesan lay employees working with children) or which have subsequently been located.

•

All dioceses are checking with every parish that all safeguarding concerns* about the behaviour of any parish employee or volunteer towards
children both currently and historically have been notified to the DSA.

•

An updated version of the original PCR is being conducted in the
seven dioceses where further work was identified in the Independent
Scrutiny Report (Ely, Rochester, Sheffield, Lichfield, Salisbury, Winchester and Sodor & Man).
An independent reviewer is being appointed in each diocese to
look at all relevant files and provide a final report which will be submitted
both to the Diocesan Safeguarding Advisory Panel and the national
PCR2 Management Board.
The work is expected to be completed by the end of 2020 and the
final report published in 2021.
Bishop Mark Sowerby, chair of the national PCR Management
Board said: “The Church is committed to ensuring that survivor voices
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are heard, but we are aware that those who have suffered through the
Church may prefer to speak to someone outside which is why we have
commissioned the NSPCC helpline. We would urge anyone who wants to
talk to please come forward. As a Church we must pray for all those involved, particularly survivors who may be reminded of their abuse, remembering that the effects of abuse are lifelong.”
Melissa Caslake director of the NST said: “This is a substantial and
significant task to ensure that the Church is a safer place for all and it is
vital we ensure that survivors feel they can come forward in confidence. As
a Team we are developing best practice in responding well and we hope
that the PCR2 process will help us deal with any concerns that have not
been addressed, while learning important lessons for the future.”
If you want to get in touch in relation to PCR2 either call the dedicated NSPCC independent helpline on 0800 802020 or contact other survivor
support services including diocesan safeguarding teams.
Further information
More information on The Independent Scrutiny report

•

* Safeguarding concerns are matters relating to an individual and reported to the DSA for guidance or action; this may or may not result in a
referral to statutory agencies.
The Church of England consists of more than 16,000 churches
across the country; with around 1.14 million adults and children making up
the regular worshipping community. This means it comes into contact with
vast numbers of children, young people and adults every day of the week
and safeguarding them is a priority. The majority of safeguarding-related
concerns or allegations relate to children or vulnerable adults who attend
or who have contact with the Church and their lives within the community.
Fr David Rollins
United Benefice of Corringham and Fobbing
The Rectory
Church Road
Corringham
Essex
SS17 9AP
Email: frdavid@ubocaf.org.uk
Tel: 01375 673074
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Easing of Restrictions
Dear All,

F

OLLOWING the easing of Restrictions with have been issued with
guidelines. We have spent sometime reflecting on all the information to ensure we keep all users and worshippers safe, especially the
most vulnerable.
Many of the current practices in church will continue, we highly recommend the continued use of masks, we ask you to continue to use the
Track and Trace App, to sanitise your hands. We will maintain the current
practice of receiving in one kind, and ask you to continue sanitising hands
before and after receiving Communion. We will maintain our practice of the
'wave' at the peace.
We will be able to sing as a congregation, and will reintroduce
hymns, but again we ask you to sing with masks in place.
We will try and Zone the church, so that those who would prefer to
be more Socially Distanced, can and feel confidant. We will also use a coloured card system, which can be picked up when you arrive in church, Red
requiring space between you and the next person (2 meters) and Green
indicating you are happy to sit with someone.
When you arrive at St Michael's you will asked to sign in to record
your attendance as a continued part and Track and Trace.
For St Mary's we ask that you continue to book a seat, not because
of limited numbers but to try and ensure those who want space can feel
confidant they can. We need to do this as St Mary's is much smaller. This
will form part of our continued Track and Trace records.
For those who wish to worship in a more Socially Distanced environment we encourage attendance at the midweek services (Wednesday 10
am St Mary's and Thursday 10am St Michael's) as there are less people
attending and much more space.
On arrival al pewsheets, Mass setting sheets will be available but
must be TAKEN AWAY, hymn books will be available but must be returned
to the used book crate for sanitising.
We will continue to monitor the situation and will review at the end of
August.

Fr David and The Clergy Team and church Wardens
22nd July 2021
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Prayer Intentions : August 2021

9 after Trinity
Feria
Feria
St Jean Vianney
St Oswald
Transfiguration
John Neale
10th after Trinity
Mary Sumner
Laurence
Clare of Assisi
Feria
Jeremy Taylor
Maximillian Kolbe
The Blessed Virgin Mary
Feria
Feria
Feria
Feria
St. Bernard
Feria
12th after Trinity
Feria
St Bartholomew
Feria
Feria
St Monica
St Augustine
13th after Trinity
Feria
St Aiden

Faithfulness
Children on their summer break
Our local government
All called to Ordained Ministry
Those who care for others
Deeper spirituality
Hymn writers and musicians
Sustenance
Mothers Union
Archbishop Justin
St Saviours Priory
Our church community
All in the medical profession
All martyred for their faith
Shrines of our Lady
Christian Unity
Our Deanery
Those on holiday
Fr David
The homeless
Little Havens Hospice
Those to be baptised
St Margaret’s Church, Stanford le Hope
Discipleship
Bishop Stephen
Those who work at the Port
All mothers
A greater sharing of faith
Guidance
Our Benefice
Bishop Guli

